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Compound News – AVN 2005  
Fem Dom Video Production Studio and Play Space (Pittsburgh PA USA) 

  
Visit the Compound! Current theme rooms include a cross dressing 
parlor, gothic dungeon, corporal detention center, and jail cell area. All 
rooms are thematically decorated and mirrored floor to ceiling. Sessions 
range from 1 hour to several days. Call 412 362 0801 to arrange a 
session. Boss DVD.Com (MIB Productions) is here right now at 
booth 446 in the B2B area. You can’t miss me. I’m the small woman 
with the big energy! I won't be doing any domination sessions while in 
Las Vegas, but get a trade badge and stop by and say hi, and I will 
autograph a DVD for you! A whirlwind: Shortly after returning to the US 
from Venus Fair in October, I headed off to Washington DC on 
November 4th to attend the Black Rose, and Boss DVDs were in the 
market place there. November 11th - 14th I flew to DomCon Atlanta 
where my company BossDVD.Com was the guest of honor (and will be 
once again at DomCon LA April 28th – May 1st) In May - always to find 
me at the Europerv in Amsterdam! If you own a shop in the red light 
district, expect a surprise visit from me. I will be a guest Mistress at Club 
Doma the week of the Europerv. My 8th trip to OWK is June 1st through 
6th. August 18th - 21st I will be at Fetish Con (Tampa Florida). Sessions 
will be available in Orlando Florida (Studio location TBA) October 7th - 
9th finds me at Skin 2 Expo and Rubber Ball. Sessions will be available 
in London England. (Studio location TBA.) October 20th - 23rd I return 
to Venus Fair, and will be at the WIWA booth in the B2B area. Sessions 
will be available in Berlin Germany at Studio Avalon. In November I will 
return to Dom Con Atlanta. Sessions will be available in Atlanta Georgia 
at studio1763. In December I will be at Demonia (Paris France). 
Sessions will be available in Paris France at the studio of Maitresse 
Alexandra. Visiting Female Dignitaries at the Compound 
(steelcitydoms.com): The statuesque Betka Schpitz was here last 

August and we filmed “Sexual Harassment”, a sexy Girl/girl adventure. A domestic discipline flick titled “Unemployed by 
the Boss”, and “You don’t deserve a break today” with the gorgeous Mistress Brianna from Washington DC. “The new 
girl” is a strict sexy romp between Irene Boss and slave spanky from Los Angeles! Madame Igrid the Valkerie made her 
video debut in “Rope bondage with Irene Boss and Madame Ingrid”. Visits by the following Ladies: Domina Danielle 
January 21st - 23rd! Goddess Amazon from Atlanta Georgia March 25th - 27th! Lady Cheyenne from Rhode Island April 
15th - 17th! Mistress Brianna from Washington DC May 6th - 7th! 

                                    New releases are always listed here: domboss.com/newirenebossvideos.htm 
Look for the following 11 up and coming features in the next year:  

"Let It Rain" (GS / raunch) Irene Boss, Princess Kali, and Josie.  
"Private Sessions Cross Dressing" (feminization / cruel torture) Princess Kali, Mistress Kat and Josie.  
"The Unforgiven" (extreme bullwhipping) Irene Boss, Madame Ginger Fyredanzer, and slave dave.  
"A Dog's Day at the North Sea" (outdoor canine, indoor bondage) Irene Boss, Lady Amazon (Holland), slave alpha.  
"Hang Out" (extreme piercing, cbt, electrical torture and whipping) Irene Boss and dave.  
"Don't Eat The Candy!" (role play, upside down suspension, whipping) Irene Boss and spanky.  
"The Substitute Whore" (extreme humiliation of a man who cries) Irene Boss, Madame Ingrid and assland tom.  
"The Discount Whore House" (rubber fun / forced bi) Irene Boss, Lady Cheyenne, josie and houseboy.  
"Revenge of the Doms" (role play, extreme cp, whipping) Irene Boss, Lady Cheyenne, brat bart, and johnny utah  
"The Initiation” Irene Boss, Lady Cheyenne and sapphire. (Role-play, piercing, SM, and whipping)  
"The Evil Dr. Boss & Mistress Kat" (electric didlos / medical procedures).  
AllStarFemDoms.Com was launched a year and a half ago! Visit AllStarFemDoms.Com right now! It is the most 
successful female owned pro domina message board on the Internet today. Irene Boss is #1 on both google and yahoo 
for domina DVDs, and DomBoss.Com at 10 years old is the largest collection of content from an independent practicing 
professional Domina in the entire world! BossDVD.Com, my B2B site is 3! DomBoss.Com Continues to expand with 
thousands of online video clips, as well as DVD sales for members and up to date information about the Compound. 
There are many options to join through Verotel, and 2 or 4 months on line through the Compound. The 4 month offer 
includes a “Best of the Boss” DVD compilation that is now over 90 minutes long, a $59.95 value and will be yours 
absolutely free! New videos: There are new titles in this brochure. Find them!      
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The Compound on location 

“The Mark of Amazon” Goddess Amazon from the Other World Kingdom (Holland) arrives in 
Pittsburgh Pennsylvania with Her two toys and feels like playing outdoors. Irene just happens to have 
access to some land, so the whole crew packs off to the countryside for a few days. The weather was 
very interesting, and added an element of moodiness to the texture of the video. The light in this project 
is amazing! If you like out door play, then you will love this video! There is canine and equestrian 
training, whipping, flogging, suspension, caning, and lots of shots of the ladies walking around in their 

gorgeous boots. Back at the Compound, slave brynn must serve as a demonstration tool while Boss tries out her new 
electric butterfly board and takes him on a roller coaster ride with the novus system. slave alpha does some serious time 
in the sit sling undergoing piercing, electro play and intense tickling. The wrap up involves a remarkable branding scene 
where slave alpha declares his eternal love for his Mistress by agreeing to wear her mark for the rest of his life. 

“It’s Electric” Filmed on location at the studio of Louise D. in Cleveland. This is a 2-camera shoot with 
detail. Watch the Boss and Louise D. rock slave Mathew's world with this strict journey into suspension 
bondage and electricity! The tale begins with our naughty boy strapped up in the air for some serious 
electro and genital torture. The new voice activated electroshock system is demonstrated! Phase 2 of 
Mathew's discipline sees him taking a good over the knee spanking from the two Mistresses, separately 
and together. Louise D takes some time do demonstrate proper foot worship to this slave. Irene decides to 
have Her armpits worshipped as well. The slave is forced to suck a strap on. There is an incredible GS 
scene in a see through chair. The ladies then place the slave in a leather body bag to undergo 

psychological electro play with the NOVUS system. He is forced to worship Irene's rubber clad bottom.   
The Compound/OWK Collection:  
 “OWK American Style” The video debut of Lady Sage! Boss invites Her Friends over - Mistress Anastasia, Lady 
Cheyenne and Lady Sage to experiment on a living figurine with implements. The slave that Irene summoned for the 
Ladies entertainment is behaving in sullen manner. Boss sequesters him in the jail cell area, and you get a worms eye 

view of each Lady ascending the stairs to lend Boss a hand in his discipline. Since he refused to eat his 
dinner, the Ladies take turns with his food bowl and mouth as an ashtray. The slave is made to lick the 
ashtray, and the bottoms of the Ladies shoes to atone for his sullen behavior. Fantastic smoking scene! 
The prisoner is marched downstairs into the new Interrogation room to undergo some of the heaviest 
corporal discipline imaginable! Extreme heavy paddling, tawsing, caning, smacking, will cause you to 
wonder how this slave will ever be able to sit properly again! The Ladies all take turns with the subject, 
who is securely fastened over a high black spanking bench, and then tied to a punishment box with his 
posterior in the air. The creature is forced to worship feet, shoes, and boots.  

“Bossy teacher at the OWK” Heavy corporal discipline - interrogatory and fraternity style. The first Boss video at OWK! 
Presenting Domina Irene Boss, Mistress Shane, and the ' 3 stooges ': Josie, Jacob and Oslo find 
themselves in a whole lot of trouble when they are caught goofing around by Mistress Shane in this 
corporal enthusiast's nightmare. Irene comes into the schoolroom and knows severe punishment is in 
order for the disrespectful picture that someone had drawn on the chalkboard. OTK spanking with a 
hand and paddle, tawsing over a horse, heavy wooden paddling, punishment lines, caning of the 
hands and bottom, and smothering are featured. All three students are caned at the same time!  

“Extreme Electric Whipping” Heavy S/m for the serious player! Irene Boss returns to make Her 2nd OWK 
video at what She is best at - S/m and whipping! The idiot had the audacity to enter the pub at the OWK 
and invite himself to the Boss's table and the bad manners to begin eating Irene's lunch. 3 scenes: 1). 
Upside down brat Jacob endures nipple play, CBT, caning, gag torture and humiliation. Boss demonstrates 
3 electrical systems - the remote shocker, the EROS tech (voice activated) and the new pleasure tech (multi 
channeled) to give Jacob the punishment he deserves. Jacob is forced to wear a wooden CBT devise. The 
electricity is sent to some interesting places! 2). Jacob is hoisted right side up from his wrists to receive 
more. He is removed from suspension and kicked across the room. 3). On the cross - the nova pro system 

is used to confuse his senses. Electric nipple play, bull and single tail whipping to the stomach, cock and nipples, and 
the sound of Irene's voice amplified over a microphone. He is placed in a wooden stockade to undergo whipping with 3 
different implements - a short snake, a medium single tail, and a 10 ft bullwhip. The slave is verbally admonished 
throughout. Irene Boss in skintight sexy rubber.  
The West Coast Collection:  

“Irene Boss meets Ilsa Strix” Filmed on location in Los Angeles at the studios of G- Force. Boss and Ilsa 
take on submissive Marine to have 'conversations about art', and the body as sculpture. Ilsa and Boss 
pontificate about what turns them on creatively - completely ignoring Marine the bondage lovely who is put 
to view nude on a Roman pillar. Marine is given an excruciating workout with tit torture, double flogging, 
intense genitorture, verbal admonishment, praise, and strap on training in this sexy Girl/girl romp. Marine is 
placed in several very interesting bondage positions exposing her secret sexual anatomy for the lustful 
actions of the two decadent Mistresses.  
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“Irene Boss meets Sabrina Belladonna” Boss and Belladonna light up the cigars and dominate 2 submissive male 

creatures in this journey into hell. Slave Robert gets way more than he bargained for when the Mistresses 
decide to use him as a scale, chair, cushion, ashtray, and eventually train him as a domestic house cat! 
The poor cameraman 'workhorse' is even drug into the shoot to participate and gets used and trampled 
as well. Bondage, CBT, humiliation, vaudevillian humor, evil laughter, smoking, 'big top' whip cracking, 
and foot fetish are among the D/s delicacies. A smothering scene by Boss, and Sabrina tramples and 
scratches the slave with Her long lacquered toenails.  
“Irene Boss meets Ember Burns” Mistress Ember's video debut. Watch the Boss bullwhip clothespins 
off a slave's nipples! Watch Mistress Ember administer a severe spanking with a heavy metal paddle. 
Mistress Ember discusses how She got into the scene. A cross dressed sissy and a masochistic 

submissive are both worked over with predicament bondage, double flogging, threatened forced bi, tickle torture, CBT, 
nipple play, and heavy corporal. The bullwhipping takes place with the slaves in stockades and mounted on an elevated 
cross. Mistresses wear sexy see through fetish outfits, latex, leather, fetish platform boots, wigs, and exotic makeup.  
“Irene Boss and brat bart” (Whipped by the Boss) See bart being his typical uppity sassy self, and see Boss make the 

necessary attitude adjustments! Upside down suspension, spanking, double flogging, single tail whips of 
many lengths, and verbal admonishment for bart! A spinning bondage wheel, and padded spanking bench 
feature prominently in conjunction with nipple play, CBT, and clothespin cropping. The saga ends with a 
stern caning.  
Tickling videos!  
 “Bondage and Tickling” Goddess Claudia and Irene Boss take turns with a mummified josie in the 
Compound’s Schoolroom. Two duct tape scenes with breath control, tickling, and bondage. Implements are 
used, as well as Irene’s lethal long nails. The ladies wear shiny tights sexy shoes, and platform fetish boots. 

Bonus footage: “Do you think we’ll get caught?” One hot blustering August day (it was 98 degrees) Irene was in the 
mood to tie and tickle her girl out doors, so they went hunting in North Park for the perfect spot! She tied her to a tree 
and began her assault. She kept asking her if she thought they would get caught, and threatened to leave her.  

“Tickle tortured Tranny” Slut josie has another thing coming when 'she' forgets to pick Irene up at 
the airport! Irene finds out that josie had sold all of the office furniture and equipment! Watch all "hell 
break loose" as Boss tackles josie, and empties all the suitcases. Domination 'mafia style'!  
“Super Concentrated Bitch” All alone on her birthday, this young lady decided to 
visit the Compound and pretend that she had a pre arranged audience with the Boss. 
Irene goes along with it at first for some fun, but then decides to interrogate the girl to 

find out the truth! The girl is found smoking by the window in the schoolroom, with the disposition of a brat! 
This is very intense tickle torture in interesting bondage positions. She is tied to a chair, and then over a 
punishment box. The girl is face sat often and smothered as well before she gives up her secrets. Irene 
rips her clothes off! Good spanking scene too!  
“Tickled Stan the stockroom sam” Irene and her assistant are getting the distribution orders ready to go 

out. Stan has decided to do nothing, and gets rude and sassy with Christine and Irene. The Ladies 
decide to punish Stan with heavy bondage, tickling and very heavy spanking. Christine straps 
Stan's behind so hard she breaks Irene's razor strap! They tickle Stan so intensely he starts to 
cough from all the laughter. He is smothered by Irene, while Christine continues tickling his helpless 
feet and strapping his exposed tender bottom. Merciless tickling, spanking, and bondage! 

Domestic discipline/role play: 
New Release! “Unemployed by the Boss” The Compound employees have been very competitive with 
each other lately, and causing friction. This problem is frequently a disciplinary issue. See spanking, caning, 
paddling, verbal admonishment, and eventual atonement from the employees.  
"Goddess Claudia and the Hee Haw bitch" Strict discipline in the Compound's OWK 
room. Watch Goddess Claudia give former Compound houseboy little johnny proper 

discipline for being late to his session. She had planned a sensuous session, but Johnny had 
disrespected her time. There is a lot of spanking and paddling in this video, as well as boot worship.  
“Over Her Knee” Irene Boss had to step in occasionally from behind the camera and kick ass and 
apply the cane! Morgana and Anastasia in long skirts disciplining naughty charge OTK with different 
implements (paddles, hairbrush) and bare hands. Panty training is forced upon him, as his male 
underpants were sub-standard upon investigation. Punishment lines are given, and he bungles it, which sends Mistress 
Morgana in a verbal assault. The positioning of his fanny over the horse makes it easy for the Ladies to give him 
everything he deserves, including a stern caning. The charge is a brat, but thankful afterwards.  
 “Sissy for Morgana” Mistress Morgana gives Sherri an important lesson in corporal. Cross-dressed Sherri is 
disciplined with the paddles and cane over the punishment box and horse. This video is verbally intensive. Ms. Morgana 
in short black 'cocktail style' dress, bare legs, and sexy open toed black patent leather strappy high heels.  
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“Kara’s Caning” Two students get caught making out! They get sent to Detention and Sex Education 
101! Role-play with male and female submissive and one Dominant Woman. Ms. Kara gets caught 
calling Ms. Boss a bitch, and gets sentenced to a tawsing and a caning. Both are spanked OTK. This 
video represents reform school style discipline. Paddling, spanking, caning - many implements used, 
very verbal. The special caning stockade and spanking horse are used.  

“Irene Boss I and 2” (compilation) Errant husband gets caught watching the 
game without doing chores! This video represents an OTK spanking with hand and 
hairbrush, caning, verbal admonishment and cross-dressing. Ends with naughty househusband 
cleaning the house. Ms. Boss wears the pants in this video, with a white satin sports bra and sensible 
ankle boots. Takes place in Irene Boss's personal living quarters. "Irene Boss 2" Role-play - OTK 
spanking with hand and hairbrush, caning, belt, bondage, smoking, and cross-dressing. There is a 
sexy smoking scene while the slave husband is hog-tied. Ashtray use of slave/husband too.  

“Punished houseboy” Find out what happens to little Johnny when chores aren't finished! Severe corporal discipline, 
with many implements - Spanking horse, taws, razor straps, rulers, custom made paddles, corner time and verbal. The 
spanking horse is put to use after a good OTK. Boss wears a white satin strapless corset with a black slit skirt.  

“You are caned” Naughty neighbor gets caught snooping through the mail! Face 
slapping, paddling, spanking, caning, foot worship, punishment lines. Boss wears 
sexy fishnets and a black leather bikini with 5in black leather high heels under a 
dress, which is removed in the middle of the video.  
“Sent to the Boss” Smoking is a filthy disgusting habit and you will be punished! 
Lady Victoria and Mistress Kat find a naughty student smoking in the schoolroom, 

so they decide to send him to the Boss. They push him violently to the floor and shackle in the 
schoolroom with metal ankle and wrist cuffs, and march him down the stairs into the off-limits office. Boss makes him eat 
a cigarette and spanks him soundly. The Ladies take turns. Extreme face-slapping scene. This video is representative of 
reform school style discipline. The activities include: punishment lines, paddling, and spanking.  
“Toilet Bowl Blues” Find out what happens when 34-year-old Irene leaves her 58-year-old houseboy alone with the 
new 19-year-old intern! He tries to get over but Missy prevails in controlling him. OTK had and hairbrush, face slapping, 
verbal, servitude, humiliation, and foot worship. 

“Private Sessions Spanking” Boss in various lingerie and marabou slippers giving extremely hard over 
the knee spankings and hair brush spankings to a New West/Leda devotee. The Boss prevails in 
disciplining him! Intense foot worship with Boss in many sexy slipper styles!  
“Katattack” Compound houseboy little Johnny gets his comeuppance again, when he 
sasses the Kat. She suspends him in the interrogation chamber in frillies and ballet boots, 
verbally admonishing him throughout. There is a lot of nipple play, corporal, CBT, and 
teasing. He is then taken into the schoolroom and bent over for additional discipline! Mistress 
Kat wears corset, heels and hose with exotic makeup and long painted fingernails.   
“Morgana's Revenge” A couple visits the Boss and Anastasia for guidance in their D/s 

relationship. The husband had become lazy, rude, and disrespectful to the young wife. Boss notices 
immediately, and asks the wife to give a demonstration of how she spanks with a hairbrush. Then, Boss and Anastasia 
tag teem him for a very thorough over the knee experience. He is taught to fear the whip, while his wife tortures him with 
a remote controlled shocking devise and cruelly twists his aching nipples. He is marched upstairs to the Gothic 
Dungeon, where he is placed into a stockade for more spanking, tickling, electroshock, CBT, and nipple torment. His 
'oddesy' ends strapped over the punishment box; fearing the strapons of the three women, who take turns.  

Specialty/Fetish: 
 “Irene Boss meets Mistress Denetra!” The Boss and Denetra conquer former Compound 
houseboy "little johnny" with the most extreme tickling and brutal bondage imaginable! Highlights 
include: 2 Duct tape mummification bondage scenes with breath control, feet tickling, side 
tickling, nipple tickling, face sitting, and foot smothering. Mistress Denetra is the Black Power 
Ultimatrix! Johnny is restrained over the punishment box so the Ladies can enjoy his tender back 
and bottom. He is spanked, humiliated about his dirty ass, and treated like a sissy fairy.  

“Tickle Treat Smell My Feet” Little Johnny made a tremendous mistake when he was given to buy shoes. Instead, 
Johnny went to Victoria's Secret and bought something for himself. After a 'discovery' and some 
intense verbal discipline from Mistress Morgana, he is soundly spanked with a skanky slipper and 
forced to study Mistress Anastasia's feet. The Ladies then make him strip, and 'model' the nasty 
'used' shoes he bought at Goodwill. They decide a tickle punishment bondage regimen is in order, 
along with some foot smothering/sniffing at the end. The slave is placed in 3 very effective 
bondage positions, rendering his strategic anatomy completely helpless for the Ladies' tickle 

torture. Tight ropes, and large-scale custom built bondage furniture. A complete mummification in saran wrap and duct 
tape finds our victim enduring forced foot/shoe worship and black stocking covered foot smothering, while the other 
Mistress mercilessly tickles his feet with her long nails and he cannot move an inch!  
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“Shaved by the Boss” Full head shaving! Even his clothes get some treatment with the shears. The ultimate in 
humiliation! Witness slave Ramona’s defeat on the porch in broad daylight. His clothing is torn off to reveal a corset and 
stockings. He is then taken upstairs and tied to the barber’s chair and shorn and shaved. Forced femmed, he is marched 
up the stairs for light discipline in the corset stockade in the schoolroom. He is used as a toilet at the end in the new 
potty chair. Bondage and ballet boots.  
“The adventures of rubber bob” A frisky reporter visits the Compound in guise, and soon gets figured 
out. Mistress Anastasia and The Boss put him through upside down suspension, NT, CBT, spinning 
bondage wheel, electro-play, inflatable rubber body bag, and punishment box just to name a few. 
Mistresses wear strapons and full rubber with thigh-high leather metallic boots. Rubber bondage gear 
and outfits! Inflatable rubber bondage ball, a latex sissy maid performing a fashion show at the end, in 
patent leather thigh-high ballet boots. 

“Boot Camp” 2 slaves compete in a contest of hairbrush spanking to see who 
earns the right to worship Irene's boots! One slave shows up early and gets a good 
slap across the face! Spanking, caning, and bondage. The special caning stockade and spanking 
bench are used.  
Cross Dressers Delights: 

“The Boss’s bitch” Electric dildos, electric cbt and electric nipple play. Lots of rubber and strap on play, with very 
creative predicament bondage cbt and nipple torture. The nova pro system is also put to good use! Watch Irene 
administer Josie's monthly hormone shot. There is amazing strap on scene in the sit sling, and deep throat gagging 
action. Josie tries to take it all strapped to the new black leather bondage couch...There is a nice additional electrical 
bondage scene with josie strapped to a metal bed enduring many bazaar forms of CBT and nipple play, with a stunning 
cameo appearance with Goddess Claudia. 

“Jayne’s sex change” Slave Jayne bungles again! The Dominas wear leather, nurse outfits, and 
military gear. Mistress Morgana, Mistress Anastasia and the Boss decide to teach Jayne a lesson by 
taking turns raping 'her' mouth in the dark lobby. Jayne is forced to sit on a metal spike mat. Jayne is 
taken upstairs where 'she' is forced to strip and change into a new outfit. Jayne is fastened with 'her' 
arms in the air and legs spread. The Ladies make 'her' watch with VTR glasses, while 'she' takes some 
heavy corporal, CBT, and nipple play. The 'sex change' begins, with some intense E cleaning to 'wash 

away the man'. Sissy Jayne is also rinsed with the metal silver bullet. Full gallon E bags are used. Jayne's tittie size is 
increased with a cupping set during her 'pregnancy' and 'period'. Jayne's 'treatment' ends in the sit sling.  

“Jayne's Addiction” (Footwear Fantasia) The adventures of 'slave Jayne' continue, with this strict, 
erotic journey into rubber and foot fetish. Irene walks into her shoe boudoir to find lazy Jayne applying 
makeup. Jayne is punished when Boss decides to force-feed the fetish. Jayne wears tight 'neck to toe' 
shiny red rubber. Boss in tight white leather corset and Jodhpur pants. Sexy shots of shoe, stocking and 
barefoot worship. Boss uses heels on Jayne's private areas. Jayne wears several pairs of uncomfortable 
high-heeled bondage 'hobble shoes'. Jayne ends up in the sit sling worn out by the Boss's big black cock! 
“Let's Be Girls Together” Houseboy gets caught sneaking through the underwear drawer, so Ms. Irene 
Boss decides he should be forced to go all the way with it! Complete forced feminine transformation and 

male maid training. Takes place in the Schoolroom at the Compound, and in Irene Boss’s personal living quarters.                                        
Bondage and Discipline: 

 “The Best of BondCon” Irene Boss, Mistress Brianna, Porsche Lynn, Domina Skye, Delano in 
Distress, Empress Kali, Angelica, and whisper. Whisper is restrained to a St. Andrew's Cross on tiptoes 
bondage ballet boots. Mistress Brianna flogs her, while Irene sensuously tortures her nipples. Irene and 
Brianna continue to torment the bound slave, who is next fastened over a bondage bench for spanking, 
paddling, double flogging, caning and sensuous tease and denial. Her hands are placed in metal 
bondage balls. Domina Skye and Irene restrain Whisper in a full leather body harness for suspension. 

She is tickled, probed, and prodded in mid air. Skye ties Delano below her in elegant rope bondage. The two slaves are 
force to watch each other endure various torments. Mistress Porsche Lynn caught Whisper out at the bar during the 
bondage convention cruising for chicks, so whisper is placed in seated suspension bondage with nipple tension! Her 
thighs, mound, and stomach are cropped before she is sensuously teased and denied. She is placed over the spanking 
bench and the ladies take turns with teasing, caning, cropping, flogging, and spanking. She is forced to lick shoes under 
the direction of Porsche, while Irene takes her from behind. She is suspended in a chain cage wearing steel bondage 
mitts, and signal whipped by Irene. Porsche in custom made red and black rubber and leather outfit with matching boots. 
Scene 4: Whisper and Angelica are suspended with ropes from a large wooden bondage frame. Irene, Brianna, and 
Princess Kali take turns with their nipples and helpless bottoms. The 2 slave girls are inspected, before being tied 
together face-to-face for an intense bare handed spanking by Princess Kali.  

“Private Sessions 2 - The Gothic” An upside down suspended hooded slave is in predicament bondage, 
wearing cuffs, nipple clamps, and a CBT devise. Boss proceeds to flail his senses with voice activated 
electricity, virtual reality glasses, single tail whipping, spanking, nipple play, and CBT. The slave is face sat, 
and suspended for more action. The slave is placed in the sling for some devious DT, CBT, np predicament 
bondage and spitting. He is stimulated with a vibrator. A short GS scene.  
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“Bound at the Compound” 'Slut Sherri' gives it up to Mistress Anastasia in this cross dressers/bondage lover’s fantasy! 
Sherri is dressed in a tight red rubber dress and ponytail hood with heels and stockings. Anastasia in 
sleek red PVC with matching ankle boots. Sherri is trained in the standing stockade and endures 
CBT, nipple play and spanking. While in the sit sling, Sherri is placed into predicament rope bondage 
for more CBT and nipple play follows. Anastasia places Sherri in near suspension, with 'her' hands 
up in the air over 'her' head for flogging and more edge play. Ends with shoe worship.  
“Irene Boss meets Lady Cheyenne” Irene invites one of Her best subs over so She and Cheyenne can work their 

magic. The slave is led around on a leash, and is made to play bizarre counting games in the 
schoolroom. He is completely mummified in the black room - smothered, sat on, trampled, stood on, 
hung upside down, electrocuted, and forced to endure CBT, nipple play, and psychological torture with 
the NOVUS system while in stringent bondage. The ladies discuss selling his sperm. A nice foot worship 
scene with the slave and Cheyenne. Irene Boss in sexy rubber cheek shorts, military hat, platform fetish 
boots, and exotic makeup. Cheyenne in electric blue rubber mini dress with bare legs and feet.  

Extreme Humiliation/Degradation:  
“Irene Boss meets Betka Schpitz” The first sequence filmed by Irene Boss, and Betka Schpitz films the second 
sequence. Realistic session footage - very spontaneous. The Ladies had a field day with Josie! After being 
christened with a new name by Domina Betka Schpitz, Josie is dressed in a very provocative and slutty 
outfit with exotic make up and heels. Betka then takes Josie into the schoolroom so she can try out Irene's 
new signal whip on the bitch. Josie is bent over the punishment box and is severely thrashed. Irene also 
jumps in to apply a few lashes. A hilarious segment where Betka forces Josie to suck cock while Josie's 
ears and nose are clamped. The second sequence feature Irene administering extreme electro play to an upside down 
Josie's genital and nipple area. Josie is then suspended right side up for some whipping, and the scene winds down with 
DT in the sling after electro toy treatment. Betka then administers a good caning to Josie, who cannot escape. 
“Bait” Forced bi (and toys) A sullen slut Sherri is taken from the jail cell by Boss and brought down stairs where 'she' is 
forced to provide oral service on slave Jayne in the lobby (of all places). Sherri is tied over the punishment bench in the 
Interrogation room and 'drilled' (strap on trained) by Boss while pleasing Jayne. Sherri wears the virtual 
reality glasses, and you see what she sees. Sherri is placed in a leather arm binder and tied into the fetal 
position while she experiences electro hypno therapy, with more forced oral worship. Boss decides to drill 
Jayne too. Sherri is forced to eat Jayne’s combustion.  

“Gang Bang” Boss and Anastasia tag team a hapless male slave! 'Edwina' gets 'her' just 
deserts in this very severe two-camera shoot! Featuring: cross dressing, face slapping, nipple 
torture, DT, bullwhipping, spanking, caning, paddling, GS, shoe and foot worship, trampling, and verbal 
humiliation. The spanking horse, punishment box, and caning stockade are made use of.  
“The victim” Slave 'Edwina' returns, this time to be brutalized by Mistress Anastasia, Mistress Morgana, and 
the Boss! Edwina’s "punishment stay" begins with cross dressing in the interrogation room, where 'she' is 

placed into standing bondage for some heavy CBT, nipple play, flogging, whipping, body slamming and face slapping. 
There is a very physical over the knee spanking occurs and the Mistresses take turns squeezing Edwina’s head between 
Their legs. Edwina is trampled front and back by all three Mistresses and made to do foot and boot worship. The 
Mistresses jump up and down on Edwina’s back in heels.  
“slave no mercy’s bachelorette special” Starring slave 'no mercy', and a cameo with Mistress Morgana. For your 

Dominant fiancé. This video will truly put to shame anything you could possibly show at those stag parties. 
She might learn something and use it against you. A compilation of hilarious 'no mercy' vignettes, with 
emphasis on the holidays. Footage of a phone visit with Mistress Morgana is also included. Activities include 
DT, BS, splooging, singing, dancing and horrible poetry.  

Heavy Action/Severe Play: 
 “Look Who’s coming to Mistress” Irene Boss and Mistress Denetra get totally out of control with Transsexual Josie, 
who is suspended in a chair, spanked, cropped, paddles, smacked and slapped. Josie is suspended with electroshock to 
nipples and clitty, with the violet wand and hollers so loud the walls shake! Josie is placed in the sit sling for strap on 
training and electric dildo treatment.  
 “Bullwhipped Bastard” Irene invites her friend over to partake in a session! The opening scene features slave Dave in 
upside down suspension braving the rigors of stomach cropping with extensive cbt, double flogging, predicament 
bondage, and paddling. He is hoisted right side up in near suspension, and a different electric box is used to torture his 
package. He is corrected with a nylon paddle, lashed and restrained over the punishment box to receive a whipping from 
a single tail, signal, and then a bullwhip. Sparks fly and blood flow. Christine launches into him with a heavy paddle 
twice.  
“Extreme Lessons in bullwhipping” In the Compound's new OWK Room, Domina Irene is 
showing Goddess Claudia the new upside down suspension system. The creature "macho bitch" is 
hoisted in a thick leather arm binder for the most severe bullwhipping imaginable. Boss and Claudia 
take turns with the whips, and trade them frequently and move around the room to get better angles. 
Macho Bitch is dressed in one of Irene's old stripper costumes. In the gothic dungeon the bitch is 
suspended upside down for some electric cbt and nipple play.  
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“Edwina returns” Edwina is fastened over a whipping bench awaiting the Boss's torments in the new OWK room. Boss 

is at her bitchiest in this video! Edwina is whipped, caned, spanked, flogged, punched, kicked, slapped 
and smacked. Watch Edwina volunteer to take even more when Boss dangles ass worship like a carrot. 
Anastasia explains and instructs Edwina on how to do it properly while beating his ass with a crop. There 
is also some CBT. Part 2: Edwina is forced to exchange clothes with another slave, and has a 
breakdown when he is unable to suck the other slave. The Mistresses tickle torture the other slave. 
Edwina is bound and plugged and must listen to his associate receive a good OTK spanking and caning. 

Edwina gets gang banged and is forced to worship shoes and feet in great detail before masturbating under the stern 
gaze of the 2 Mistresses. Shoe dangling, smothering, verbal humiliation!                                
“Bullwhipped Tranny Bitch” 'Macho bitch' is suspended upside down, and Irene and Anastasia assault 
him with predicament bondage, CBT, single tail whipping, flogging, spanking, intense dildo sucking, 
spitting, and forced body worship. Boss and Anastasia in black mesh cat suits and strap ons, with military 
hats. In the gothic dungeon the slave is placed right side up and endures a lot of CBT and toy training. 
The Mistresses are merciless with his cock. The slave endures a gangbang and GS.  
“Pig Boy” Lady Cheyenne and the Boss finally get together to tame a wild pig beast with bondage, 

corporal, single tailed whipping, verbal, ice cubes up the butt, nipple torment, heavy 
spanking, foot worship, and a severe caning. Irene's sexy rubber covered ass and 
Cheyenne's amazing bare tanned legs working over the cross dressed slave will keep you very 
entertained. Mesmerizing foot worship scene with Lady Cheyenne, and severe bullwhipping with Irene. 
“The Claiming of orchid/whipping of john” The onscreen debuts of: Lady Sage, 
Goddess Claudia, orchid and john. Boss, Cheyenne, Claudia, and Sage pay a visit 
to orchid. Claudia and Sage put naughty orchid through her paces with severe 

genital torture and nipple play in some very interesting positions. Orchid cries, which just encourages 
the Ladies even more! The Ladies take on john with heavy paddling, spanking, and whipping. Boss 
actually breaks a wooden paddle on his backside. Claudia and the Boss end this scene with a 
tandem bullwhipping on john's back and behind. The Women return to orchid. She is restrained and 
tormented with electricity, and placed in an arm binder with a gag and blindfold while the four Ladies go out.  

“Boss in Hollywood” (Sadistic Prison Guardess) The prisoner is a sassy brat who likes to talk back! St. 
Andrews Cross, Padded Horse, Upside down suspension, violet wand, CBT, rope bondage, caning, 
flogging, strapping, single tail whips, and paddles.  
“Smoking Nuns” A young hoodlum is discovered smoking in the schoolroom by 'Sister Morgana'. This is 
strict over the knee spanking and brutal hairbrush discipline. The punishment box is put to good use with 
rope bondage featuring 'fanny attention' with the taws and razor strap. This is the severest paddling you 

have ever seen. English and American style caning in the caning stockade. A perverse smoking 
scene using the pupil as an ashtray. Morgana and Boss in authentic black linen and white KEDS 
tennis shoes. The schoolboy wears shorts, flannel, and hiking boots.  
 “Extreme caning and whipping” Severe Corporal! 1). Poor Bess is placed in black patent leather 
ankle ballet boots on her tip toes and tied to the whipping post, and takes it from the Boss and 
Anastasia with several single tails. 2). Boss gives a fantastic demonstration and explanation of canes 
and a caning on a masochistic male 3). Bullwhipping and dildo training on the same masochistic 
male. The slave is whipped across the room.  
“You were late” Lots of CBT including electric PES. Little Johnny gets placed in a spread eagle 
standing bondage position to be flogged, whipped and spanked. Dildo training at the end.  
 “Panty boy” Louise D., Mistress Anastasia and The Boss discipline an errant male for surfing the net and 
masturbating. Smoking fetish - cigars. The slave dances in a pink t-back. Caning/kicking/bullwhipping sequence.  
Girl/girl: 
New release! "Rope Bondage with Irene Boss and Madame Ingrid" (suspension shibari / whipping). Madame Ingrid’s 
debut on film! Watch Irene Boss and the Super Vixen Bitch suspend Irene’s slave girl fully clothed and then go at the 
clothes with a pair of sheers. Very nasty things happen to the slave girl while she is tied, suspended and forced to 
endure multiple orgasms with a vibrator, along with a whipping, a caning, flogging, clothes pin torture, nipple torture, 
biting, and spanking. Many different types of rope bondage and 3 different types of suspension are demonstrated. She is 
very surely throughout and deserves everything she gets. You will wish that you were her while watching this too! 
Madame Ingrid in corset with knee boots and Irene Boss in rubber cat suit. 
New release! “The new girl” Irene has hired Spanky to be her office manager for the weekend, to "see how things go". 
During an office inspection Spanky is found to be surfing the web and goofing off. She did not write out the checks to pay 

the bills, and she was discovered impersonating Irene over the phone. Irene instructs Spanky to 
sort videos for awhile, and the whole time Spanky is fantasizing about being face sat by Irene 
while wearing a dildo gag, dildo training, and vibrator stimulation. Both ladies wear sexy skintight 
rubber cat suits, with strategically placed zippers. Irene wears sexy fetish stilettos with 7 inch steel 
heels, and Spanky is in ballet boots and head harness dildo.  
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New release! “You don’t deserve a break today” Scene 1: A slave girl was caught taking a 
"cigarette break" during Mistress Brianna's visit! She had done a poor job straightening up Mistress 
Brianna guestroom. Scene 2: The slave girl is restrained to the St. Andrews Cross and takes the 
following punishments: Clothespins, caning, cropping, flogging. Genitorture, Verbal Humiliation and 
Nipple Torture. Scene 3: The slave girl is moved to the sit sling and undergoes psychological torture 

with the Nova Pro System and electro genitorture. She spontaneously cumbusts, much to the surprise of the Ladies!  
New release! “Sexual Harassment”  Irene Boss invites Betka Schpitz to the Compound to partake in 
the training of a girl!  The girl is reprimanded for improper dress code, and has plenty of sexual fantasies 
on the porch thinking about 'what might have been' in the office. She does a poorly and surely job of 
serving Betka, and Betka has to take matters into her own hands and discipline the girl! Betka and Irene 
go out for the evening, and return to the studio to find the girl has fallen asleep with the scrub brush in 
her hand. The kitchen scene consists of food humiliation; crush fetish, dunking, and sexual strap on 
training! Witness suspension, spitting, whipping, vibrator play, caning, and flogging.  

“The female disciplinary manual” The Boss and Claudia tag team whisper, who was caught being 
naughty again, and was soundly disciplined in this classic schoolroom fantasy. Over the knee bare 
bottom spanking, tawsing, paddling, and spanking are just a few of the CP delights that await you.  

“Leather Girls” Mistress Anastasia and Irene give a lady professor a formal "education". There are 
bondage scenes including a remarkable suspension in a chair. Whipping, DT, spanking, and flogging. 

“For Women only” Whisper has been told that must shine Irene's costume to perfection, from the tips of her toes to the 
top of her mask. Whisper is then placed in liquid latex on a steel bed for nipple and genitorture with clothespins, crops 
and paddles, before being placed in bondage on the floor to sexually service Irene. Whisper is restrained in the sit sling 
suffering unbearable hot wax torture. Mistress Antoinette and Irene laugh and encourage her. Antoinette tortures the 
slave girl with breast smothering, pussy cropping and tit torture. She wears a dildo gag and her face is put to good use.  
“Breaking the rules” Mistress Antoinette's video debut at the Compound. Irene shares her girl toy for some 
inescapable bondage, tit torture, face sitting, breast smothering, breast worship, and deep kissing with the slave girl - 
who is unable to move - enduring intense torture.  
“Rubber Grlz” The scene opens with extreme tickle bondage in the sit sling in the chapel room (jail cell area) and 
progresses into a good old fashioned over the knee spanking and leads to the Gothic Dungeon. This was the slave girl's 
first time in a tight rubber cat suit. Double flogging, caning, bondage, upside down suspension, bullwhipping.  
“The taming of Bess” The kitchen gets smashed to smithereens as Irene shows the new girl who's Boss. Anastasia 
grabs Bess and gives her an over the knee spanking! Bess is forced to pick everything up, and then crawl up stairs. 
There is double and two-handed flogging, pussy cropping, electricity, spanking, nipple play, gagging, and electro-
hypnotherapy. Anastasia cruelly tortures Bess’s nipples. Bess is taken to the schoolroom and receives a birching from 
the Mistresses while she is strapped over the punishment box and some intense tickle torture. Bess is straight jacketed, 
and you hear her recite her house rules (voice-over) while watching her squirm.  
“Rubber Dream” Introducing Mistress Anastasia and submissive Nadine! Mistress Anastasia and The 
Boss decide to give this 21-year-old girl a heavy orientation into the world of bondage, rubber, spanking, 
suspension, high-heeled punishment shoes, and electricity. Violet wand, shock pads, flogging, breast 
bondage, sensuous torment, inflatable rubber body bag, and rubber hobble skirt.  
Medical Role-play:   
“Poking and Piercing” Irene Boss and Mistress Anastasia!  Is DT a favorite activity here or what? There are several 
examples with 3 different cross-dressed sissy sluts. There is medical play (E) G/S, and nipple/nipple play. Nipple and 
'genital' piercing, forced strap on sucking F. Look through the eyes of the slaves, as you get to see everything they see! 
“Pissboy” Pissy begins his adventure mummified in saran wrap on the hospital bed in the Compound's 
medical room. He wears a bright red rubber hood throughout. Mistresses wear black body stockings, 
lingerie, top hats, and military hats. Irene begins by doing GS right in the slaves face. Sarcastic humor 
directed right at you, about how you fantasize about sucking a big beautiful dick like pissy's. The slave is 
forced to eat his own stuff too. There is some smothering and much forced strap on sucking. Daddie 
made pissicles for subbie. The Ladies freeze torture him with the tasty treats. After intense armpit 
worship, the first potty chair comes out and pissy's special gag and funnel are attached to his head. Clear plastic hoses 
are attached to an enema bag, and piss flows into pissy's plastic cocoon while he is ridiculed. He sucks on Irene's piss 
soaked panties as a gag. Pissy is strapped into another potty chair wearing his special gag to brave Niagara Falls, and is 
forced to consume his nasty cumcocktion. Now that's a toilet!                                                                                                        
“A visit to Dr. Boss 2000” Mistress Anastasia and Irene Boss dominate little 'Suzie' with some alternative therapies. 
Very bizarre and humiliating! Inflatable E, cascade E, strap on play, spiting, surgical steel sounds, DT, catheterization, 
electro play and two diabolical GS in 2 different chairs.  
“A visit to Dr. Boss 1998” Irene Boss and slut Raymond. Cameo appearance by Mistress Kat. Heavy medical/spanking 
scene. E, DT, spitting, catheterization, slapping, extreme spanking, and GS.  
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